In this work, we look at the problem of structure extraction from document images with a specific focus on forms. Forms as a document class have not received much attention, even though they comprise a significant fraction of documents and enable several applications. Forms possess a rich, complex, hierarchical, and high-density semantic structure that poses several challenges to semantic segmentation methods. We propose a prior based deep CNN-RNN hierarchical network architecture that enables document structure extraction using very high resolution(1800×1000) images. We divide the document image into overlapping horizontal strips such that the network segments a strip and uses its prediction mask as prior while predicting the segmentation for the subsequent strip. We perform experiments establishing the effectiveness of our strip based network architecture through ablation methods and comparison with low-resolution variations. We introduce our new rich human-annotated forms dataset, and we show that our method significantly outperforms other segmentation baselines in extracting several hierarchical structures on this dataset. We also outperform other baselines in table detection task on the Marmot dataset. Our method is currently being used in a world-leading customer experience management software suite for automated conversion of paper and PDF forms to modern HTML based forms. 1
Introduction
Semantic structure extraction for documents has been explored in various works [17, 18, 46, 48] . Document structure extraction has been performed for digitising documents to make them reflowable which is useful in web based services [1, 14, 23, 35] . In this work, we look at a complex class of documents, i.e., Forms. Forms are documents that are used to capture data by various organisations in do-mains such as government services,finance, administration, and healthcare. Such industries which have been using paper forms or flat PDF forms would want to digitize them by converting them into an appropriate digitised version [35] (such as an HTML). Once these forms are made reflowable, they can be used on many devices with different form factors [1, 14] . This availability across devices automatically increases the ease of doing business or provide services since people can interact with them easily. Additionally, form digitization enables other capabilities such as better handling of data filled in digitized version, applying validation checks on data filled in fields, consistent form design control, auto-filling similar fragments etc. To make paper forms reflowable, we need to extract its semantic structure at multiple levels of hierarchy. Some low level elementary structure such as text can be extracted from the PDFs of forms. 1 However, these PDFs do not contain any metadata about other higher-order structures and therefore, there is a need to extract such constructs. The semantic structure of forms is different from regular documents. Much of previous work looks at normal documents comprising of coarse structural elements that span a large area in the document image e.g., paragraphs, figures, lists, tables [48, 38, 30] . Forms have dense and intricate semantic structures as shown in figure 2 (right). In many forms, the structure is induced due to the presence of large empty ar- The hierarchical semantic structure in forms consists of composite entities (such as Text Blocks, Text Fields, Choice Fields, Choice Groups, Lists, Tables etc.) that comprise of some basic entities like TextRuns and Widgets. We define a TextRun as a group of words present in a single line and widgets as empty spaces provided to fill information in forms. A TextBlock is a logical block of self contained text comprising of one or more TextRuns, a Text Field comprises of a group of one or more Widgets and a caption Text Block describing the content to be filled in the field. Choice Fields are Boolean fields used for acquiring optional information. A Choice Group is a collection of such Choice Fields and an optional Choice Group Title which is a Text Block that describes instructions regarding filling the Choice Fields. Figure 2 (left) illustrates different semantic structures present in a form document at different hierarchical levels.
In this work, our goal is to extract such structures from the image of the Form PDF. We propose a method to extract the lower-level elements like TextRuns and Widgets along with higher-order structures like Fields, Choice-Groups, Lists and Tables. Document structure extraction has been studied extensively with recent works mostly employing deep learning based fully convolution neural networks [18, 46, 48] . They extract structures through performing semantic segmentation [29, 6, 32] over document image. Such methods perform well at extracting coarser structures in documents, but do not perform well at extracting closely spaced structures in form images (as discussed in the Experiments section). Since they process the entire image in a single forward pass, due to memory constraints, they downscale the original image before providing it as input to their model. Down-scaling of input makes it difficult to disambiguate closely spaced structures, especially in dense regions and leads to merging of different structures.
Also to extract different objects, it is required to obtain precise boundaries between them to avoid merge. To do this, we:
• Propose a new prior and sub-strips based segmentation network pipeline mechanism to train a document segmentation network on a very high resolution (1800 × 1000) image. Further, our network architecture does not require pre-training with Imagenet [9] or other large image datasets. • Propose a multi-branch CNN-RNN based segmentation network that performs a hierarchical semantic segmentation for forms and documents. • Introduce a new human-annotated Forms Image data set, which contains bounding boxes of a complete hierarchy of semantic classes and text annotations for all the text present in the images. • Compare our method with semantic segmentation based baselines outperforming them significantly and show ablations highlighting the importance of strip based high resolution training and our network architecture design.
Our method is currently being used in a world leading customer experience management software suite for automated conversion of paper and pdf forms to modern HTML based forms.
We propose a prior based strip segmentation to mitigate the memory limitation on GPU while training a neural network on high resolution images. The intuition is to divide the image into overlapping horizontal strips and segment each strip individually. Strip based segmentation method can potentially fail to predict continuous semantic structures that span across multiple strips. Hence we introduce a prior, where each image strip's prediction is cached on the GPU and provided as prior concatenated with the input while predicting the segmentation mask of the subsequent strip. In addition, the multi-branch CNN-RNN network was introduced to train multi-level hierarchy segmentation together in a single network, so that it learns to predict consistent segmentation masks across these hierarchies [4, 28] .
Structures that typically span a large area of a form or document like tables and lists could be processed at a lower resolution but they significantly benefit from the CNN-RNN architecture. We demonstrate this in section 4.3.3.
Related Work
Document structure analysis started as heuristic-based methods [16, 10, 15, 44] based on handcrafted features [25] for extracting paragraphs and graphics. Other approaches, like connected components, cut based methods, and others, were also used for extracting text areas [15] and physical layouts [44] . Most of these approaches can be classified into either top-down or bottom-up approaches. The topdown methods focus on extracting text-lines and aggregating them into paragraphs. The bottom-up approaches go about detecting layout by subdividing the page into blocks and columns.
Most of the recent deep-learning based approaches are based on fully-convolution neural network (FCN) [48, 18, 46] and avoid any heuristic-based approaches. These FCN's are trained to generate semantic segmentation [29] for the rasterized version of the document. FCNs have also been used to locate and recognize handwritten annotations in old documents [24] . [47] proposed a joint text detection and recognition model. They used a region proposal network which detects the beginnings of text lines, a line following model predicts a sequence of short bounding boxes along the text-line, which is then used to extract and recognize the text. We employ our high resolution segmentation network to extract and disambiguate closely spaced textruns and textblocks from form images.
Table detection has been the key focus of some works like [17, 18, 26, 2, 36] . In [17] , table region candidates were chosen based on some loose rules which were later filtered using a CNN. In [18] , an FCN was proposed, having a multi-scale architecture which had two branches where one was dedicated to table segmentation while the other was used to find contours. After that, an additional CRF(Conditional Random Field) was used to refine the segmentation output further. We propose a multi-branch architecture to segment hierarchical structures that overlap in same region in a form. For tables, we compare our model with [18] on marmot dataset, 2 one of the largest publicly available table evaluation dataset [12] . While there are other works [33, 38] that perform table decomposition into rows and columns (which our model is capable of doing), we discuss table detection only in the scope of this paper. Other works like [43] introduced a large dataset of 5.5 million document labels focusing on detecting bounding boxes 2 http://www.icst.pku.edu.cn/cpdp/sjzy/index.htm for figures on this dataset using an Overfeat [40] network, trained over image embedding generated using ResNet-101.
It is evident that FCN based segmentation approaches have led to great advancement in document structure extraction. However, a few approaches have also tried other network architectures and input modalities such as text. [22, 27] are some of the multi-modal approaches proposed to extract named entities from invoices. Other network architectures such as Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) have been explored in [37, 34] for detecting tables in invoice documents and parsing table structure, respectively. In a related domain of document classification also, CNN based methods have been explored in recent times. [42] used them for document verification. Moreover, [49] proposed HAN to create sentence and document embedding in a hierarchical fashion using a multi-level attention mechanism. Document classification has also been explored using multimodal models [3] by extracting visual and textual features from MobileNet [19] and FastText [5] respectively. These features are later on concatenated to learn a better classification model.
Multi-modal Semantic segmentation has been proposed in [48] to extract figures, tables, lists, and several other types of document structures. A text embedding map for the entire page of the document image gets concatenated with the visual feature volume in a spatially coherent manner such that there is a pixel to text correspondence. They also introduce a region consistency loss in addition to the cross-entropy based segmentation loss. We use their approach as one of our baselines on forms. Another baseline against which we compare our model is the DeepLabV3+ [7] , which is the current state-of-the-art semantic segmentation network.
Our model is a CNN-RNN based semantic segmenter. CNN-RNN based networks have been used earlier [45, 41] for semantic segmentation on natural images however later research using CNN based architectures [20, 21] achieved better results. In this work, we share a new CNN-RNN based hierarchical semantic segmentation network and show that it is more effective for form documents as compared to [7, 48] . We share an ablation study showing that replacing RNNs in our architecture with 1D dilated [50] convolution degrades performance for form documents.
Methodology
In this section, we discuss our proposed model which is used to extract various structures from the form documents like widgets, fields, textblocks, choicegroups etc. For documents, especially in the case of forms, the semantic structure extends extensively in both vertical and horizontal directions. For many structures such as widgets and fields, it may even extend to empty spaces in the input image requiring the model to predict objects in parts where there is no explicit visual signal. Also, the higher-level structures are composed of lower-level elements and it is necessary to make fine grained predictions at different levels. This leads to our motivation to use a multi-branch CNN-RNN based semantic segmenter to capture long range relationships and predict multiple masks at different hierarchies that are mutually consistent. Finally, to address the issue of dense text documents and forms, we modify the network input mechanism by enabling a tile stitching behavior in our network while performing segmentation to train it at higher resolutions.
Network Pipeline
Fully convolution segmentation networks [29, 6, 32] takes entire input image and processes it to generate the segmentation mask. Due to this, the network's memory footprint increases significantly with the input image resolution. Since the GPUs used for training have limited memory, it limits the resolution at which the input can be provided during training. In this section, we discuss our network pipeline, which addresses and mitigates this limitation.
We convert the RGB input image into grayscale and resize the grayscale image having height and width (I H ×I W ) to (H × w) such that I W scales to w and I H gets scaled by the same ratio, i.e., w/I W . The resulting image is further cropped or padded with zeros to a size of h × w. h is kept larger than H to accommodate elongated document images. We divide the input image into overlapping horizontal strips. Let S h be strip height, O h be overlap height between consecutive strips, SegN et is our segmentation network, and SegM sk denote segmentation mask. Following this notation, Algorithm 1 describes our method where the network predicts the segmentation mask of different strips in succession. Each strip's mask prediction uses the predicted mask for the previous strip as prior. The first strip uses a zeroed out mask as prior. It is pertinent to point out that the gradients do not flow from one strip to its previous strip while training. Since SegN et predicts multiple segmentation masks corresponding to the structures at different levels of hierarchy, instead of giving predictions for all structures as prior, we select as prior only a few channels corresponding to classes like background, border, text, widget, and choicegroups. We copy logits corresponding to these classes from multiple segmentation output masks to one prior mask having many channels with each channel dedicated to one class.
As stated earlier, we use a CNN-RNN based network architecture to predict precise and uniform segmentation masks. Our network broadly comprises of three components, Image Encoder (IE), Context Encoder (CE) and Decoders (DE). We concatenate a prior mask to each image strip and feed it into the Image Encoder (IE) to generate features at multiple granular levels. The final features of IE, are then processed through a RNN based Context Encoder (CE), which generates features capturing contextual dependencies. The features extracted from CE at different layers represent separate levels of semantic hierarchy like lower level (text, widget) to higher levels (e.g., fields, choice-fields, and choice groups). All these sets of features from multiple levels of CE and IE is then passed to separate Decoders (DE) to generate segmentation masks for different semantic structure levels. We would now explain each of these modules in greater detail.
Network Architecture

Image Encoder
The figure 3 depicts the architecture of Image Encoder (IE) that comprises of multiple convolution layers , maxpooling layers, and dilated convolutions [50] . As shown in the figure, the first conv layer has 3 × 3 kernel with a 48 channel output. The parameters of the remaining layers are highlighted using the same notation. Each convolution layer has a stride of 1 unless specified, the third conv layer in Image Encoder has a stride of 2 and is denoted by "1/2" in the figure. Similarly, all the max-pooling layers have a stride of 2 by default. The dilated convolution block at the end of Image Encoder, consists of four dilated conv layers, that work in parallel on the same feature volume at different dilation rates. The output of these dilated convolutions is concatenated and passed on to the Context Encoder. We extract several intermediate features (detail 1 , detail 2 , detail 3 , detail 4 ) from the Image Encoder that act as skip connections [31] and are used by the separate decoders.
Context Encoder
The context encoder (CE) is composed of five 2D RNN layers; each consisting of 2 bidirectional RNNs [39] working in both horizontal and vertical directions. Each 2D RNN first processes the feature volume in vertical direction, and subsequently, its outputs are processed in a horizontal direction. We use the intersection RNN cell [8] as the basic unit in our RNN layers. The first 2D RNN has a state-size of 196 in both forward and backward directions, and outputs a 3D volume with 392 channels. Similarly, the rest of the 2D RNNs have a state-size of 144 for forward and backward units, that produce a volume of 288 channels, as shown in Fig 3. Each of the 2D RNN's output, starting from the second 2D RNN, is fed to a CNN decoder to predict the segmentation mask at one level of the hierarchy.
Decoder
The network consists of multiple decoders for generating segmentation maps for different levels of semantic structure. Each decoder operates on a different feature volume from Context Encoder. It up-samples it by passing it through a transposed convolution layer [32] . The upsampled features are subsequently passed through another conv layer. Finally, these features are concatenated with another feature volume detail 4 , obtained from Image Encoder. The decoder branch repeats the sequence of such operations multiple times, as shown in the Fig 3. The first decoder that predicts the lowest level of the semantic structure (TextRun and Widget) takes an extra feature volume detail 1 from IE as input to predict the segmentation mask. The other decoders have similar architecture but separate set of weights. Each convolution in the decoder branch has a stride of 1, and each transpose conv, depicted as convT in the figure 3, has a stride of 2 by default. The different decoders are used to predict segmentation masks for different spatially overlapping classes like widget and fields. Such a network design helps in segregating the classes according to hierarchy since the container groups and their constituent classes are predicted in separate masks.
Experiments
Datasets
Forms Dataset: We used our rich Forms Dataset comprising of 52,490 human annotated Form images. The Form images were extracted from the corresponding PDF Form documents. We had these Form images annotated to represent the hierarchy and spatial boxes of different form elements and structures such as Text Runs, Widgets, Text Blocks, Choice Group Titles, Text Fields, Choice Fields, Choice Groups, Tables and Lists. We split the dataset into 48,256 images for training and 3,234 images for validation. We used a set of 1,000 separate test images for the final evaluation of our model with the baselines and to perform ablation studies. We plan to release this test set to help advance research in this field. Marmot Dataset: We evaluate and compare our model trained on Forms Dataset on the Marmot Dataset, 3 . This dataset is one of the largest publicly available 
Implementation Details
We set w = 1000, h = 1800, S h = 600, O h = 200 for the SegN et model defined in Section 3. We slice the high resolution input image into 4 overlapping horizontal strips. All the convolution and deconvolution layers have ReLU activation. We train our model at a batch size of 32 on 8 Tesla V100 GPUs in parallel. We use AdaDeltaOptimizer [51] to train the parameters of our model with an exponentially decaying learning rate using 1 × 10 −1 as the starting learning rate and a decay factor of 0.1. Please refer to Figure 3 for specific configuration details of different network layers. To enable the network to predict concise masks, we use convex hull [13] to determine segmentation masks.
Results
Model Evaluation and Ablation Studies
We evaluate our high resolution model comprising of 4 decoders. The decoders predict structures in ascending order of hierarchy. The first decoder predicts elementary structure regions consisting of TextRuns and Widget. The second decoder predicts structures next in the hierarchy -TextBlocks and ChoiceGroupTitles. The third decoder extracts text Fields and ChoiceFields and finally the fourth decoder predicts ChoiceGroups. We add another class -Border, surrounding each structure and make the network predict this class to enable it to disambiguate different objects and generalise better.
We subsequently refer to this network configuration as HighResNet. We perform ablations establishing gains from our high resolution segmentation network by comparing it against : 1) LowResNet -a low resolution variation of High-ResNet that takes input image at 792 resolution and predicts hierarchical segmentation masks for the entire image in a single forward pass without dividing it into strips; 2) No-PriorNet -A HighResNet variation where we divide the input image into 3 horizontal strips with no overlap between consecutive strips. In this variant, the segmentation mask predicted for a strip is not given as prior for the subsequent strip prediction; 3) NoRNNNet -where the 2d horizontal(vertical) RNNs in our network architecture are replaced with horizontal(vertical) 1d dilated convolution blocks such that each block comprises of four dilated convolution layers each having a kernel size of 1 × 9 (9 × 1) and dilation rate of 1, 2, 4, 8 respectively. We use pixel mean Intersection over Union (MIoU) to evaluate different models. We summarise MIoU scores for different ablations in Table 1 .
Compare HighResNet with LowResNet: It can be seen that by extracting hierarchical structure in high resolution, HighResNet is able to improve the MIoU scores significantly with 2.4%, 5.2%, 0.8%, 11.4%, 6%, 15.1%, 12.4% absolute improvements for TextRuns, Widgets, TextBlocks, ChoiceGroupTitles, Text Fields, ChoiceFields and Choice Groups respectively.
Compare HighResNet with NoPriorNet: Adding predicted segmentation mask as prior while making prediction for the subsequent strip in a page improves the MIoU scores marginally for TextRun, TextBlock, ChoiceGroup-Title with notable improvements of 1.6%, 1.4%, 1.9% and 2.1% in absolute MIoU for Widget, Text Field, Choice Field and Choice Group respectively. The most significant improvement is observed for ChoiceGroups. Being a larger hierarchical construct, it is probable for a choice group to span across consecutive strips. Hence, adding prior assists in completing the segmentation mask across strips.
Compare HighResNet with NoRNNNet: It can be seen that using RNN to capture context and long distance relationship yields better performance compared to 1d dilated convolution blocks. HighResNet yields 1.2%, 2.2%, 3.4% and 2% absolute improvement in Text Run, Choice Group Title, Choice Field and Choice Group respectively.
We estimate recall and precision on structure extraction task and compare with ablation methods. To perform this, we consider a predicted structure as correct match if the IoU of its predicted mask is above a certain threshold (0.7) with an expected structure mask. We report the results in Table  2 where we obtain similar results with HighResN et performing better than other ablation methods. 
Comparison with Baselines
We consider two semantic segmentation baselines -DeepLabV3+ (DLV3+) [7] , which is the state of the art for semantic segmentation tasks on natural images and Multimodal Fully Convolution Network (MFCN) [48] designed for extracting several complex structures in documents. The baseline segmentation models segment the input image into a flattened hierarchy while our forms comprise of hierarchical structures. To address this, we process the output of the penultimate layer of the baseline models through 4 separate FC layers to obtain hierarchical masks using data schema similar to HighResNet. 4 We train the baselines on RGB images at a resolution of 792 × 792 following an aspect ratio preserving resize. For MFCN, loss for different classes is scaled according to pixel area covered by elements of each class (calculated over the dataset) as described in their work. Table 1 compares the MIoU of our approach with the baselines. As can be seen, our model HighResNet significantly outperforms both the baselines on all form structures. Figure 4 (Left) illustrates segmentation masks predicted by different baseline methods and our model on a sample form image. It can be seen that while the baseline methods merge different elements and hierarchical structures such as TextBlocks and Fields, our model predicts crisp segmentation masks extracting all such structures almost perfectly. For choice group, it can be seen that the baseline methods predict incomplete segmentation mask while our model is able to capture long range dependencies among its constituent elements and predict a complete mask.
Evaluation on Other Higher Order Constructs
In this section, we discuss the performance of our model at extracting other higher order structures like Lists and Tables. These structures are relatively more evident and span large regions in a page reducing the need to disambiguate them in high resolution. Consequently, we train a separate low resolution ( 792×792 ) version of our proposed network analogous to LowResNet which we refer to as LowResNet-TL in order to predict these structures. In order to evaluate the performance of this network, we also train a separate network for the two baselines for extracting Tables and Lists. Table 3 compares the MIoU of our method with the baseline models and the Figure 4 (Right) illustrates the network outputs for the task of Additionally, we also compare the precision-recall numbers of the Table predictions of LowResNet-TL on the Marmot Dataset with other prior methods -Fang [11] and Multi-Scale Multi-Task FCN (MSMT-FCN) [18] in Table  4 . It can be seen that LowResNet-TL performs similar to MSMT-FCN for an IoU threshold of 0.8. However, LowResNet-TL performs significantly better than MSMT-FCN for a higher IoU threshold of 0.9 indicating the ar-chitecture is able to predict much crisper predictions.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel neural network architecture and training mechanism to extract document structure on very high resolution form images. We observe that a much higher resolution segmentation is beneficial for extracting structure, particularly on forms since they posses highly dense regions. We propose a prior based strip segmentation approach where we divide the input image into overlapping horizontal strips, perform segmentation on the strip and use the prediction output as prior while segmenting the subsequent strip. We propose a multi-trunk hierarchical CNN-RNN based encoder decoder model as our underlying segmentation network that captures long range contextual dependencies while segmenting different hierarchical constructs. Various ablation studies show the effectiveness of our high resolution segmentation approach and network architecture design. We compare our method with different semantic segmentation baselines outperforming them significantly on our Forms Dataset for several structures such as TextBlocks, Fields, Choice Groups etc. Additionally, our model trained on Forms Dataset outperforms prior art for table detection on Marmot dataset. We also introduce our Forms Dataset and plan to release the test set of this dataset. Our method is currently being used in a world leading customer experience management software suite for automated conversion of paper and pdf forms to modern HTML based forms.
